Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Lateral solar cells offer potentially powerful devices for use as a photo responsive power source in integrated circuits (ICs) and flexible devices [1] [2] [3] . Many ICs are operated at a micro level power that can be supplied by LSCs. The LSCs are advantageous for cell integration with parallel or series connection simply by designing an interdigitated contact pattern. However, in vertical structures, the individual cells need to be isolated [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, the internal integration of micron size cells is less expensive and more reliable than the external connection of large cells [2] . Interdigitated LSCs connected in parallel and series can be utilized as a high voltage low power photovoltaic source in various applications, including wireless self-powered sensors and detectors, portable devices, power sources for driving micro elector mechanical systems (MEMs) engines, etc. [2] . The LSCs can be applied as integrated battery chargers in future smart phones or as embedded solar cells in computer wireless peripherals or touch sensors [8] . This would eliminate the need for disposable and rechargeable batteries in computer wireless peripherals and could improve the battery lifetime in smart phones.
In this work, we successfully fabricated a lateral structured thin-film poly-Si solar cell by Ni silicide-induced crystallization (SIC) on a glass substrate (Fig. 1) . Unlike vertical structured solar cells, the LSCs can benefit from a wide intrinsic layer and direct light irradiation action on the intrinsic region. The LSCs presented here are suitable for integration due to its compatible fabrication with the IC process. Moreover, the LSCs of this work have only one side contact and can easily be connected in series or parallel using a one-step metal mask without the need for isolation of individual cells. In previous works, a lateral p-i-n diode for photodiode and sensor applications has been characterized [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this work, however, we characterize a lateral p-i-n diode prepared using SIC for solar cell applications for the first time. The thin-film poly-Si was formed using SIC, which results in less contamination in the intrinsic region compared to metal induced crystallization (MIC). We obtained a J SC of 3.3 mA/cm 2 and a V OC of 0.13 V, in a relatively thin ~400 nm isolated cell with 200 μm long and 4 μm wide intrinsic region without any optimization. Thus, the series-parallel connected LSCs with SIC poly-Si might be a solution for realizing high voltage and low power energy sources.
II. FABRICATION AND RESULTS
A 100-nm-thick buffer oxide layer and a 400-nm-thick intrinsic amorphous-silicon (a-Si) film were both deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition system (PECVD) on a glass substrate. After dehydrogenation at 450 o C, the NiSi2 seeds were deposited on the a-Si layer using the process reported by our group in [13] [14] [15] . The samples were annealed at 550 o C in vacuum for 6 h for crystallization. The poly-Si was then patterned using the active mask and reactiveion-etching (RIE). Afterward, the n and p type regions were defined and doped using PH 3 and B 2 H 6 , respectively, using an ion-mass doping system (17 keV of accelerated voltage and 150 W of radio-frequency (RF) power). After defining the p and n regions, annealing was carried out at 550 o C in hydrogen ambient for 2 h for electrical activation. Finally, a 300-nmthick Mo 0.9 W 0.1 alloy for the metallization layer was deposited and patterned for integration of the cells. (Fig. 4) . We utilized a white light emitting diode (LED) ring light source with intensity of less than 100 mW/cm 2 for our measurements. The LSCs of isolated cells exhibited clear rectifying behavior for samples with wider W. However, the intrinsic region width of the connected cells should be less to ensure a reasonable on-off ratio. The I-V curves of the isolated and connected cells show 0.13 V and 0.15 V shifts under light illumination, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the photo generated current of the isolated and connected cells for various intrinsic region widths. The former exhibits higher J SC compared to the latter at the same values of W. In both LSCs, J SC reduces slowly by increasing W from 10 μm to 30 μm (cells with ultra-wide W) (table. 1.). We suspect the decrease in photocurrent is due to weakening of the builtin electric field in the intrinsic region [1], [16] .
In p-i-n solar cells, the main transport mechanism in the depletion region is drift [17] . Thus, the drift length of the photo-generated carriers (where is the carrier lifetime, is the carrier mobility, and is the built-in electric field) needs to be sufficiently long to have a large photocurrent [18] , [19] . Therefore, if the quality of the used material is sufficiently high (i.e. high carrier lifetime and mobility), LSCs with ultrawide W will be highly efficient. In both LSCs, V OC had almost no change over W as we expected.
We obtained a J SC of 3.3 mA/cm 2 and a V OC of 0.13 V in relatively thin ~400-nm-thick cells (Fig. 5) . These results were measured from the isolated cells with a 200 μm long and 4 μm wide intrinsic region. The calculated J SC was normalized by the total area of intrinsic region (effective illuminated active area). It should be noted that the results were obtained from thin cells without any optimization, such as light trapping, anti-reflection coating, glass texturing, and backside reflector.
III. CONCLUSION
We fabricated and characterized a lateral p-i-n poly silicon thin-film solar cell by low temperature Ni silicide-induced crystallization for the first time. We prepared two types of LSC: isolated and connected cells. The isolated cells showed clear rectifying behavior for wider range of W compared to connected cells. Generally, the isolated cells showed better I-V characteristics and J SC than the connected cells at the same W. The V OC of the isolated and connected cells were 0.13 V and 0.15 V, respectively. The best results obtained in this work without any optimization are 3.3 mA/cm 2 of J SC and 0.13 V of V OC in ~400-nm-thick isolated cells with a 200 μm long and 4 μm wide intrinsic region. Since thin film LSCs can be integrated using the semiconductor process, we can expect to utilize the results obtained in this work after optimization for high voltage, low power integrated devices even though J SC and V OC are somewhat lower than the known thick vertical solar cells. 
